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i have not used a sealer on any of
the adobes i have repaired, and i
have my doubts about their
usefulness. i do feel however that
they may be useful to keep
rainwater from penetrating the
interior of the adobe walls. the
effectiveness of this task is not
hard to determine. the best thing
to do is to place a small amount
of sealer on the insides of the
adobe walls. then, place a few
small pots or pans or bowls in the
rain. now, see what happens to
the sealer. you'll notice that the
sealer will spread out over the
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inside of the adobe walls. the
water will run down the wall and
reach the pots or pans, and will
slowly spread back out from the
pots or pans to the sealer. it is
important that you know what
sealer you are using, because
some will work extremely well in
certain situations, while others
will not. if you use something that
is too strong or too weak, you can
create problems with the adobe
walls. if you choose a sealer that
is too strong, it will cause the
adobe walls to crack more
quickly. this is a problem because
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the first crack you see is the one
that will not heal very well. if you
choose a sealer that is too weak,
you will actually remove the
natural coloring from the adobe.
the result will be a brick that is all
white. i have only used sealer
once on a batch of adobes that
were older than 20 years. this
particular batch of adobes had
been standing for an inordinate
amount of time, and i did not
think that it would do any good to
try to seal them. if you don't want
to use a sealer, don't worry about
it. just be careful about watering
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your adobe walls. let the water
drip off of your adobe walls and
do not allow the water to soak
into the adobe walls. if you do not
make these simple changes, you
may find the adobe walls to be in
danger of severe damage.
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i have a good friend who is an
expert in natural adobe and who
can be trusted to tell you if your
adobe is ok or not. if you have a

question, you can always ask him.
he knows a lot about natural

adobe and how to care for it. it's
also a good idea to get a good
book on the subject, i suggest

adobe: a complete repair manual
by robert kirchhoff. it will give you
a complete overview of the entire
process of repairing adobe from
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start to finish. another way to
protect your adobe walls is to

purchase a few canisters of adobe
sealer. i have done this on my
own home and it worked very
well. there are many different

kinds of adobe sealers that are on
the market. some are more for
staining or painting the adobe

and some are for protecting the
adobe. most adobe sealers are
made out of linseed oil, which is

an oil derived from flax seeds. the
sealer will also come with a brush

and a can. before you put the
adobe sealer on, be sure to read
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the instructions in the back of the
can. i suggest you use a multi-

purpose paint brush to apply the
sealer to your adobe walls. when i
did this, i used a paint brush that
had been used to brush on paint,
and not a paint brush that was

used to apply the sealer. it didn't
hurt the adobe at all, but it left a
slight oily look to the adobe. if
you can get a brush that has

been used to apply a sealer, you
will be able to see the little white
residue left by the brush. i used
adobe sealer on my house and i

was happy with the results. i
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simply put a small amount on the
adobe and then brushed it all

over. when i re-did this recently, i
used a fresh coat of sealer and

applied a little more than the first
time. i thought that this would
help prevent cracking. it didn't.
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